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The neuroscience of investing: fMRI of the reward system
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Abstract

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has proven a useful tool for observing neural BOLD signal changes during complex
cognitive and emotional tasks. Yet the meaning and applicability of the fMRI data being gathered is still largely unknown. The brain’s reward
system underlies the fundamental neural processes of goal evaluation, preference formation, positive motivation, and choice behavior. fMRI
technology allows researchers to dynamically visualize reward system processes. Experimenters can then correlate reward system BOLD
activations with experimental behavior from carefully controlled experiments. In the SPAN lab at Stanford University, directed by Brian
Knutson Ph.D., researchers have been using financial tasks during fMRI scanning to correlate emotion, behavior, and cognition with the
reward system’s fundamental neural activations. One goal of the SPAN lab is the development of predictive models of behavior. In this paper
we extrapolate our fMRI results toward understanding and predicting individual behavior in the uncertain and high-risk environment of the
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nancial markets. The financial market price anomalies of “value versus glamour” and “momentum” may be real-world examples
ystem activation biasing collective behavior. On the individual level, the investor’s bias of overconfidence may similarly be related
ystem activation. We attempt to understand selected “irrational” investor behaviors and anomalous financial market price patte
orrelations with findings from fMRI research of the reward system.
2005 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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. Introduction

Stock market bubbles and crashes, economic booms and
usts, irrational financial decisions—what if these could be
redicted and steps taken to prevent them? In recent years,
nance theory has been greatly enhanced by the study of
nvestor psychology and behavior, and prominent scholars
ave suggested that many of the “irrationalities” demon-
trated by individual investors may be related to neural sub-
trates[21]. Neuroscience promises to further advance our
nowledge of financial markets by discerning the fundamen-
al neural processes that motivate investors’ collective buying
nd selling decisions. Many scholars have postulated a rela-

ionship between psychological processes, how investors buy
nd sell, and financial market price movements[2,6,8].

It has been only in the past decade that sophisticated exper-
mental tools, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging
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(fMRI), have become available for examining this comp
relationship. fMRI findings, when correlated with behavio
and affective (emotion) data, offer the opportunity to
cern the fundamental neural processes that drive rationa
irrational investor behavior. This article discusses imp
tions of one aspect of the relationship between the brain
the financial markets—the brain’s “reward approach sys
(reward system). Since the time of Aristotle in ancient Gre
scientists and philosophers have loosely hypothesize
existence of two major brain systems that are fundamen
almost all human behavior—thereward approach (pleasure
seeking) and theloss avoidance (pain-avoidance) system
[31].

When we perceive a potential reward in the environm
the brain’s system of reward approach motivation (rew
system) is set into action. The reward system runs from
midbrain through the limbic system and ends in the neoco
The neurons that carry information between the brain reg
of the reward system are primarily dopaminergic. The rew
system lies along one of the five major dopamine pathwa
361-9230/$ – see front matter © 2005 Published by Elsevier Inc.
oi:10.1016/j.brainresbull.2005.06.015
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Fig. 1. A depiction of the reward system in a cross-section (sagittal view)
of the brain. The reward system begins in dopamine neurons of the ventral
tegmental area (VTA), passes through the nucleus acumbens (NACC), and
terminates in structures in the frontal lobes such as the medial prefrontal
cortex (MPFC).

the brain, the meso-limbic pathway, which extends from the
ventral tegmental area (VTA) at the base of the brain, through
the nucleus accumbens (NACC) in the limbic system, to the
gray matter of the frontal lobes[4] (e.g. the medial prefrontal
cortex, MPFC) (seeFig. 1). Dopamine has been called the
“pleasure” chemical of the brain, because people who are
electrically stimulated in the predominantly dopamine cen-
ters of the brain report intense feelings of well-being[11]. The
dopaminergic pathways of the reward system are activated
by illicit drug use, leading to street drugs being colloquially
called “dope.” The reward system coordinates the search for,
evaluation of, and motivated pursuit of potential rewards.

The expectation of reward or loss is a guide to planning
behavior. If we want to predict behavior, then it is neces-

sary to measure how modifications of available information
about potential rewards (and thus of reward expectations)
alter subjects’ expectations and subsequent actions. If we
can understand how cues from the environment stimulate the
reward system, then we can understand how, and why, people
are motivated to do many of the things, wise and unwise, ratio-
nal and irrational, that they do. Investors are more likely to
pursue rewards when they have strongly positive expectations
of their activities. Investors are more likely to concentrate
their cognitions on strategies for avoiding losses when they
have strongly negative expectations. Reward approach and
loss avoidance behaviors, when exhibited by large groups
of consumers or investors, can and do impact the financial
markets and the economy.

2. SPAN lab and the MID task

In the SPAN lab at Stanford University, Professor Brian
Knutson and colleagues have been performing research
into the structure and function of the reward system. The
lab’s recent research involves the use of money to activate
experimental subjects’ (usually Stanford students) neural
reward systems. Money is rewarding and desired by all
subjects, and it is easy to experimentally manipulate in terms
of time delay to delivery, quantity (size), probability of
d loss
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Fig. 2. The monetary incentive de
elivery, and valence (monetary gain is rewarding while
s punishing). In these experiments, subjects play a vari
f a computerized game called the monetary incentive d
MID) task [20] (see Fig. 2). In the MID task, subject
lay repeated trials in which they make or lose mo
epending upon their ability to pay attention and r
uickly.

Each of the basic MID trial begins with the presenta
f a “cue” which informs the player of whether they
laying to make or lose money, and the amount of mo

D) task with images and time intervals.
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at stake, during the forthcoming trial. Round cues designate
that they are playing to make money (with no risk of mon-
etary loss), and square cues indicate that they are playing
to avoid loss (with no possibility of gain). After a random-
ized delay interval, a “target” (a solid white square) is pre-
sented. While the target is present on the computer screen,
the subject must press a button. If the button is not pressed
in time, the subject will either receive no gain or will lose
money (depending upon the trial type). MRI scan slices are
acquired at 2-s TR intervals during each 6-s MID trial. Typ-
ically, one image is taken during the anticipatory interval
before the target, and one image is taken after the outcome is
discovered.

The MID task has been designed for maximum stimulation
of the reward system while minimizing extraneous cognitive
interference. For example, each MID task trial lasts 6–8 s. Tri-
als of longer duration may lead to boredom and wandering
thoughts (resulting in neural activations unrelated to mone-
tary gain or loss). On the other hand, one weakness of the
MID task is the lack of time allowed for reflection. No delib-
eration or choice between behavioral options is required in
the basic task. Additionally, the scenario offered by the MID
task is a very basic representation of financial incentives.
Extraneous details have been minimized in the task design
in order to maximize the neural effects. However, simplic-
ity allows cue details to be systematically added to the basic
t ach
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imental settings, quite unlike the distraction-filled environ-
ments in which most investors function. Researchers are often
examining behavior and brain activation over very short inter-
vals (seconds to minutes), while most investors are making
decisions over hours and days. Measures of affect (emotion)
and preferences are taken after the trials. The brain activations
of small groups of individuals may not be generalizable to the
large masses of investors whose transactions fuel the financial
markets. Yet the neural correlates of reward-pursuit behavior
are universal, and our hope is that some useful lessons can be
derived from the fMRI findings.

3. Activating the reward system

Besides money, which is our primary experimental
medium at SPAN lab, several experimental stimuli have been
found to activate the brain’s reward system. Other activat-
ing stimuli include pleasant tastes[28], sexual images[16],
attractive faces[1], sports cars[9], and money[5]. Remark-
ably, the anticipation of socially rewarding behaviors such
as humor[24], altruism[30], and revenge[7] has also been
found to activate the reward system. The above research
demonstrates that regions of the reward system are aroused
by subjectively “positive” expectations or rewarding activi-
ties of many varieties.
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ask framework. A comparison of neural activations at e
uccessive level of task complexity may be performed a
nformation content increases.

Currently published experimental modifications of
nformation include variations in outcome magnitude
alence. Recent modifications of the MID task include ch
ehavior and the addition of salient details such as prob

ty and time delay to cue information. These recent re
re currently unpublished, and there will be no discussio

he SPAN lab’s currently unpublished work in this paper
By repeatedly giving subjects the opportunity to mak

ose money during the short trials of the MID task, subje
eward systems are repetitively activated in a challeng
ttention-grabbing environment. Experimentally, increa

he magnitude (size) of a potential reward alters subj
ehavior, brain activations, and reported emotional s

17]. Additionally, changing the valence of the cue (play
o win versus playing not to lose) leads to strikingly d
erent neural activations. When we multiply the effects
eward magnitude and probability variations, we get a
ure of the effects of expected value—thought by man
e the prime motivator of all rational decision making[3].
dditionally, the roles of individual personality type (su
s neuroticism and extraversion) on the reward system
e analyzed (unpublished), and several experimenter
urrently scanning subjects in a simulated investment e
ment.

There are many caveats regarding correlations bet
MRI research findings and actual investor behavior (out
f the MRI magnet). Researchers are using controlled e
It has recently been found that receiving a preferred b
f a product such as soda (Coke versus Pepsi)[23] activates

he MPFC. A preferred brand not only activates the same
f the brain as when experimental subjects win money, bu
referred brand of the product activates this area exclus
non-preferred brands of the same product result in sig
antly less activation). These findings with brand prefer
re some of the impetus for the development of the bus
f “neuromarketing”—using neuroimaging to gauge br
uality and brand formation in experimental subjects. U
oney in experiments we still have not found a way to relia
anipulate perceptions of familiarity, trust, or quality, as

an when comparing product brands or social relations
SPAN lab researchers have found that rewards ac

he brain much differently than losses, both during antic
ion and receipt. This indicates that the two system mod
otivation (reward approach versus loss avoidance) m
ccurate. Additionally, it may provide a neural basis for
ifferentiation of risk preferences, as described by pros

heory [14], in the realm of gains versus losses. SPAN
esearchers have additionally found that the anticipatio
eceiving monetary rewards primarily activates the NA
hile receiving or enjoying a reward activates the MP

18] (seeFig. 3). This differentiation of anticipation vers
utcomes may correlate with the difference between beh
lanning (anticipation) and learning or updating (outcom
ince security pricing is theorized to be based on inves

uture expectations, an analysis of how changes in exp
ions alter neural activations and behavior may contribu
new theory of security pricing.
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Fig. 3. Top: The nucleus accumbens (NACC) is activated when a monetary, food, sexual, luxury, or other reward isanticipated. The nucleus accumbens (NACC)
is activated in these sagittal (1) and coronal (2) images by the anticipation of monetary reward. Bottom: The medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) is activated when
a preferred brand is seen or when a reward isreceived. The medial prefrontal cortex is activated in these sagittal (3) and coronal (4) images.

Further experimentation has revealed that anticipation
of increasing reward magnitude increasingly activates the
NACC [17], while increasing reward outcomes increasingly
activate the MPFC[19]. Larger reward magnitude is corre-
lated with more positive reported affect (emotional state) in
post-experiment questionnaires. Additionally, the assessment
of reward probabilities may occur in the prefrontal cortex
(MPFC), according to others’ findings[13].

It is important to note that the magnitude (size) of a poten-
tial reward is particularly influential on the motivational,
limbic, and emotional area of the brain—the NACC. That
is, we feel excited by big rewards, our level of impulsivity
increases, and sometimes we just cannot help ourselves from
doing whatever it takes to get them. Additionally, the level of
NACC activation decreases after reward outcome to a level
either slightly below baseline (if the anticipated reward is
received) to significantly below baseline (if the anticipated
reward is not received). This indicates that levels of excite-
ment may wane to a significant degree following rewarding
outcomes.

4. Arousal, affect, and rewards

Unpublished data indicates that personality plays a role
in reward processing as well. A poster at the 2004 Cognitive
N d tha
e ntic-
i low

in neuroticism have significantly higher NACC activation
when anticipating rewards than individuals who score low
in extraversion and high in neuroticism. This is similar to
data presented by Dr. Helen Mayberg at the 2004 Wisconsin
Health Emotions conference on the role of personality type
and psychiatric disorders during reward processing (unpub-
lished).

It has been demonstrated that subjective reports of
arousal correlate with increased NACC activation[23].
One Austrian researcher found that physical arousal, prob-
ably related to reward system activation, correlates with
a greater willingness to spend money while experimental
subjects are shopping[10]. Others researchers have found
that investors’ emotions correlate with future stock mar-
ket direction, also a telltale sign of reward system involve-
ment in group buying and selling behavior. As of yet, based
on the available research, there is no sure way to predict,
only to describe, consumer and investor behavior. How-
ever, there are interesting and important correlations that
follow.

There are many potential applications of reward system
research to investing and the financial markets. Personality
traits, gender, and age play a role in reward pursuit char-
acteristics. The receipt of rewards activates the MPFC, a
different neural system from reward anticipation. Adoles-
cents and young adults may be more susceptible to investment
f ing
N via
t

euroscience conference in San Francisco demonstrate
xtraversion increases NACC activation during reward a

pation. Subjects who score highly in extraversion and
trauds due to a relative overactivity of their impulse-driv
ACCs and a lack of experience to inhibit their impulses

he judgment activity of the prefrontal cortices.
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5. Good moods and booming markets

Traditional finance theory assumes that financial markets
are efficient (there exist no arbitrageable price patterns)
and that market participants make rational decisions based
on the best available information. Recent research has
revealed both the existence of price patterns in the markets
(“anomalies” according to traditional theory) and evidence
of irrational investor decision-making. Several market price
anomalies appear related to collective shifts in investors’
moods, from risk-taking and reward seeking to risk-averse
and loss-avoidant. Additionally, the few available studies
on real-time investor behavior suggest that affect states are
correlated with irrational buying and selling behavior.

Financial market price anomalies are often attributed to
psychological biases and heuristics of investors that lead to
collective misbehavior in the markets. Investor biases such
as overconfidence, narrow framing, optimism, and misattri-
bution have been modelled as the primary biases affecting
financial market prices. In the past 5 years, several studies
have directly identified affective factors as the likely causes
of large anomalies in financial prices. Affect may influence
investing behavior through behavioral conformity, creating
a diversity breakdown. One important anomalous finding
involves the role of cloud cover, as a proxy for negative
mood-states, on reducing purchasing behavior. Hirshleifer
a
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struck: Lunar phases and stock returns. Researchers from
the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, A. Krivelyova and C.
Robotti, in the 2003 SSRN working paper “Playing the Field:
Geomagnetic Storms and International Stock Markets”, cor-
related strong geo-magnetic storms with world stock market
underperformance during the 2 weeks following the storms.
The authors noted that the psychology literature demonstrates
a correlation between strong geo-magnetic storms and signs
of depression in the general population over the following
2 weeks. Seasonal and weather factors contribute to confor-
mity in investor behavior and price anomalies via changes in
affect according to these authors.

Research into the biological basis of investor behavior has
been limited. Lo and Repin a MIT enrolled traders in a study
of real-time psychophysiological measurements during intra-
day trading[22]. Of the 10 traders studied, Lo and Repin
found that their physiological reactions (measured by SCR
and BVP) were correlated with periods of market volatil-
ity, and less experienced traders had significantly greater
physiological reactivity to market volatility than their more
experienced colleagues. The authors concluded, “Contrary
to the common belief that emotions have no place in rational
financial decision-making processes, physiological variables
associated with the autonomic nervous system are highly
correlated with market events even for highly experienced
professional traders.”
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nd Shumway, in a 2001 paper entitledGood day sunshine:
tock returns and the weather found that cloud cover in th
ity of a country’s major stock exchange is correlated w
ow daily stock index returns in 26 national exchanges[12].
he authors examined 26 stock market indices aroun
lobe for the period of 1982–1997. A 24.8% annual re
as earned if the hypothetical portfolio was invested onl
ays forecast to be cloudless; this is versus a 8.6% av
eturn on days with some cloud cover. The authors pro
xtensive evidence that sunshine improves market pa
ants moods (affect), and may thus collectively increase
illingness to take risk.
Kamstra et al. in a 2000 paperLosing sleep at the market:

he daylight savings anomaly, show that disrupted sleep p
erns after transitions to and from daylight savings time
elated to stock returns[15]. In a year 2000 working pap
inter blues: Seasonal affective disorder (SAD), the January

ffect, and stock market returns, Kamstra et al. find that stoc
eturns are significantly related to season, and they su
hat deterministic variations in the length of day contribut
his finding via their actions on mood (affect). Tempera
eviations also correlate with stock price movements in m
ountries around the globe according to professors Ca
ei in the 2002 SSRN working paperStock Market Returns:
note on the temperature anomaly. The authors hypoth

ized that the temperature corrlelations with stock ma
rice movements occur via effects on mood (affect) and
equent investing behavior. Additionally, lunar cycles
elated to market performance as reported by authors Y
heng, and Zhu in the working paperAre Investors Moon-
. Investors who cannot get enough

Activation of the reward system results in particular ty
f behavior and emotion, characterized among investo
reater risk-taking, increased impulsivity, enhanced p

ive feelings, and greater physical arousal. Loss avoid
ehavior and emotions are timid, protective, fearful, and
verse. When activated among large groups, reward app
ehavior can impact the economy as a whole, leadin
tock market bubbles, increased consumer purchasing, h
nvestment risk-taking, and an increased use of credit.
voidance, on the other hand, is seen when people dec
orrowing, sell off assets, and report decreased financia
dence (and even fear).

Expectations of the future drive investment beha
ccording to the standard financial models of asset pr

25]. Yet there are deep implications for asset pricing
ry if expectations are generated by a hedonic proce
nticipation of reward activates the NACC during finan
arket experiments, then it is plausible that expectation
oth hedonic (leading to positive affect) and arousal indu
leading to more impulsive investing behavior). These ar
haracteristics of a “rational investor.” It is very likely th
nvestors will feel increased impulsivity and excitement w
dentifying investment opportunities (potential rewards).
xample, can you think of any situations in which the pros
f getting a large financial reward, say from an investm
as made you feel excited and impulsive? Most inves
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report this experience, particularly when the potential pay-
off appears close at hand or easy to obtain. The danger is that
making decisions with an affective (emotional) bias often
leads to irrational decision-making and financial loss.

The case of overconfidence is an excellent systematic
example of irrational investing. Overconfidence is an invest-
ing bias associated with overtrading[26] and decreased prof-
itability (according to B. Biais and colleagues in a 2002
unpublished manuscript entitled “Psychological Disposition
and Trading Behavior”). Overconfidence is more common
among men than women, more common among the young
than the old[27]. Unpublished data, presented in a poster
session of the 2004 Cognitive Neuroscience conference, indi-
cates that extraverted individuals have more NACC activation
during reward anticipation than others. If extraversion might
describe a one aspect (social) of overconfidence, then we
might also expect to see greater NACC activation during
financial reward anticipation by extraverts. It is important
to find robust neural correlates of biases such as overcon-
fidence among traders and investors, in large part because
of the lack of self-awareness and decreased profitability suf-
fered by these individuals. It is a positive feedback cycle—the
more money investors make, the more money they think they
can make, and their sense of all-consuming excitement, and
impulsive trading often go into overdrive. This “overdrive”
is also related to the addictive nature of day trading, and day-
t
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funds (out of a total sample of 851) from 1996 to 1999, those
top 10 funds were all in the bottom decile of performance out
of the same sample of 851 from 1999 to 2002[32]. A mar-
ket pattern that appears to be due to NACC activation and its
influence on collective investor behavior is the “buy on the
rumor sell on the news pattern[29].”

7. Discussion

This article has primarily been about brain-imaging stud-
ies of the brain’s reward system. A few speculative correla-
tions with the financial markets and investing behavior have
been included. The role of the NACC and its idiosyncrasies
in motivating reward pursuit have implications for phenom-
ena far outside of the laboratory. Hubris and overconfidence
may themselves be psychological functions of the MPFC,
while impulsivity and motivated excitement may be rooted
in the NACC. Economic booms, fueled by risk-taking and
reward seeking investors, and economic busts, exacerbated
by risk-averse and loss-avoidant investors, are a fact of the
economic cycle that touches all of us. FMRI may hold the
promise of revealing what information drives risk-taking and
risk-avoidant behavior, and what we can do to smooth the dis-
ruptions of economic and market cycles. At the close of this
article we postulated correlations between neural processes
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rading addiction is a not an uncommon problem.
Investors tend to overconfidently chase performance

ost of the new mutual fund cash inflows go into the
op-performers, such as 4 and 5-star-ranked mutual f
ut putting money into top-performing funds is typica
armful to investors who do so. DALBAR and Bogle fin
ial center report that from 1982 to 2002 the average m
und investor made an average annual return of approxim
.4%, the average mutual fund appreciated 10.2% ann
nd the S&P 500 increased 12% annually[32]. The presume
ause of this type of individual investor underperforma
s (1) chasing the top-performers (due to overconfiden
ne’s own decision-making capabilities) and (2) overtrad
hat neural processes induce investors to chase perform

nd impulsively overtrade? It may be a result of NACC act
ion, during the anticipation of large rewards that stimul
his behavior.

In addition to individual investor correlations, there
any potential applications of fMRI research to underst

ng price anomalies (inefficiencies) in the financial mark
ry to think of what attracts our attention in the mark
nd you will probably think “superior past performance,
ood-looking chart,” “good number such as sales grow
tc. What typically attracts our attention is superior
erformance, even though paying attention to past pe
ance counter-intuitively leads to inferior future resu
uperior past performance is often inversely correlated

uture returns (especially over the long-term) as illustrate
nother example from Bogle financial center and Lipper
hese researchers found that of the top 10 performing m
e observe in the laboratory and anomalous price pat
bserved in the financial markets. As we begin to unders
ore about how ranges of reward magnitudes, memo
robabilities, and delays affect the reward system, we
nd more fascinating correlations in collective behavior
on-rational financial decision-making.
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